
CV | Olof Werngren

Education Education, Graphic Design 
Östra Grevie Folkhögskola | 2004 – 2006

Studies, Informatics | Construction & Design 
Lund University | 2001 – 2003 

Course, The Roots of Contemporary Art
ABF | 2011

Course, Art History overview
ABF | 2010

Freelance Designer | Print, web, video
2007 – Now

Sourcebook | Sustainable Textiles Network
Co-founder, Art Director and CTO | 2015 – Now

Durated | Transparent Fashion Startup
Co-founder and CCO | 2012 – 2014

Manymade | Crowd Funding for the Arts
Co-founder and Art Director | 2011 – 2016

Superlativo | Creative Agency
Art Director and Creative Director | 2008 – 2016

Malmö University | Visual Communication
Lecturer & Course Lead | 2012 – 2013

Folkuniversitetet | Graphic Design
Lecturer & Course Lead, 2012

Augmented Event | Interactive Events Agency
Co-founder and Art Director | 2011 – 2012

Good Old | Digital Agency
Web Designer | 2007

Wetterberg & Werngren | Digital Agency
Co-founder and Web Designer | 2001 – 2006

Olof Werngren, born in 1980, returned to Malmö 
in 2017 after spending five years in Berlin.

He has always been involved in various forms of 
creative expression with a preference for digital 
culture and an interest in how its standards and 
aesthetics infect and bleed into our analog lives. 
This, combined with art history, serendipity, 
amateur culture and unintentional art form the focal 
points for his design, thought and artistic practice.

Olof designed his first website in 1994 and has 
continued to work with web design since then 
with many jobs behind him for everything from 
film festivals and fashion franchises to artists and 
architects. He has also worked extensively with 
moving images; inter alia written and directed 
award-winning short films and music videos.

Olof has extensive professional experience as 
Creative Director and Art Director, but has also 
acted as curator for exhibitions with a main 
focus on digitally influenced contemporary 
art, worked for Bates Y&R in Copenhagen as 
Creative Director and Internet Strategist for 

the Danish launch of the Smart Car, produced 
Region Skåne’s interactive exhibition at the 
World Exhibition in Shanghai and made a 
documentary for Future Shorts Budapest. 
He has also co-founded the crowdfunding 
platform Manymade for Scandinavian art and 
culture, taught visual communication at Malmö 
University, toured as a resident VJ with the band 
Lur and worked with his own art, mainly with 
interactive video projections as a medium.

Currently, Olof is focused on designing art 
books and has a strong connection to the art 
world with a large number of Swedish and 
international artists as repeat customers, 
such as Roland Persson, Sara Wallgren, 
Jonas Liveröd, Veronica Brovall, Emil Holmer, 
and others. He has extensive experience in 
designing business cards, catalogs, flyers 
and posters for both private and public art 
institutions, galleries and museums, for example 
Uppsala Art Museum, The Museum of Drawing 
in Laholm, Lund Art Museum, Hangmen 
Stockholm, Växjö Art Museum, Norrtälje Art 
Museum etc.

Work

Life



Examples | Art

Description As an exhibiting artist and curator Olof works 
mainly with digital art, video and spacial 
projection. Oftentimes the space or the 
installation method becomes a part of the work 
making the interaction between the audience 

and the projection on three dimensional 
surfaces a part of the work. 
Video documentation can be found at:
https://vimeo.com/olof

New York Media Center (solo)
Signal, Malmö (group and curation)
B.Y.O.B, Kunsthall Nikolaj, CPH (group)
Jaktpaviljongen, Malmö Folkets Park (solo)
Art Expo, Jordberga (group and curation)
Dunkers Drömljus, Helsingborg (group)
Skissernas Night, Lund (group)
Vita Lux, Broby (group)
Malmö Gallerinatt (group)
Makeriet, Malmö (group and curation)
PLX Hotellet, Malmö (group)
Analog Society, Berlin (group)

Select
Exhibitions

https://vimeo.com/olof


Art
Mixed Impressions
Description

Images

Some images from Olof’s art practice, particu-
larily threedimensional video projections.



Examples | Bound

Description Some examples of books, catalogs, brochures 
and the like for which Olof had the role of 
designer – in several of the examples also tasks 
such as curation, editorial and copy writing.

Roland Persson | Public Private
Retrospective art monograph.

Jonas Liveröd | Förfalskaren
Catalog for an exhibition at Laholm’s Drawing 
Museum.

Emil Holmer | Anthodites
Book of paintings for an exhibition at Umeå 
Konsthall.

Andreas Poppelier | Det är något med
molnen som vi glömt
Monograph with select paintings and sculptures

Mika Hannula & Roland Persson | To/With Freud
Zine / Catalog for exhibition at Norrtälje Konsthall

Case



Book
Roland Persson | Public Private
Description

Images

Public Private is an in-depth, 480 page study of 
Roland Persson’s 30 years as an artist. Photo-
graphic dosumentation arranged in associative 
categories mixed with profound texts, such as 
conversations with the artist, guides the reader 
through private and public works. The protec-
tive exterior and the intimate inside are both 
hidden and revealed in the design as well as 
in the artistic practice. The design, sometimes 

claustrophobic, takes the size of the sculptures 
seriously and the skin-like silicone surface as a 
starting point to convey a vulnerable but solid 
impact. Olof has also had editorial responsibility 
on the project.



Catalogue
Jonas Liverod | Forfalskaren
Description

Images

Förfalskaren is a catalog for Jonas Liveröd’s 
exhibition at Laholm’s Drawing Museum. Here, 
a manifold of subject matter that the artist is 
fascinated with are woven together, which is 
evident in both his drawings and sculptures. 
In both the catalog and the exhibition he 
speaks of the charged object – the relic, the 

totem, the fetish, the talisman – and about 
the winding provenance of the thing; a story 
with unexpected turns and with an origin that 
balances on the unclear boundary between fact 
and fiction.
The catalog also contains a conversation about 
the role of art, between the artist and Olof.



Book
Emil Holmer | Anthodites
Description

Images

Anthodites is the name of a suite of paintings 
that mark a shift in Emil Holmer’s artistry.
The book takes its proportions and its red color 
from the central work Current from 2018 with its 
impressive width of 3.25 meters.
It was published with the support of the 
Längmanska Foundation and completed for 

a solo exhibition at Umeå Konsthall in 2019. 
The book also contains texts, eg. conversation 
between artist and philosopher Mika Hannula.



Book
Andreas Poppelier | DNMMSVG
Description

Images

Det är något med molnen som vi glömt is the 
name of the book, which is a trip through the 
artist’s life and expression, or as he himself 
puts it: “This book is just a travelogue – a 
selection of the expressions I’ve visited and how 
they brought me further. Olof Werngren has, 
in a grateful and sublime way, combined the 

various works with sensitivity and, together with 
environmental images, clarified that journey. He 
has identified focus points and pointed them out 
in a poetic way that makes the chronological 
relationship irrelevant. It leaves room for me to 
take parts of the historical into new phases.”



Catalogue / Zine
Hannula, Persson | To/With Freud
Description

Images

To/With Freud is a catalog in zine-form that 
summarizes a collaboration between artist 
Roland Persson and author and philosopher 
Mika Hannula. In a joint exhibition at Norrtälje 
Konsthall, they presented how a process and a 
dialogue in interaction can look, based on their 
different media but with the same starting point: 

psychoanalyst and author Sigmund Freud. 
The zine was on its own a by-product of the 
collaboration, with Olof Werngren as editor and 
co-creator.



Examples | Web

Description Some examples of websites and portfolio pages 
designed by Olof. In almost all cases he has 
also been responsible for programming and 
publication.

Sara Wallgren
Artist Portfolio

Peter Mohall
Artist Portfolio

Caroline Månsson
Artist Portfolio

Ajabu Records
Record Label

BUFF 
Film Festival

Manymade
Crowdfunding Platform

Grand Öl & Mat
Restaurant

The Kids Are Alright!
Business

Case



Portfolio
Sara Wallgren

Description

Image

Sara Wallgren is a Berlin-based multidisciplinary 
artist who, among other things, works with 
carbon drawing, sculpture, sound and textiles.



Portfolio
Peter Mohall

Description

Image

Peter Mohall is an Oslo based artist with a focus 
on painting and sculpture.



Portfolio
Caroline Martensson

Description

Image

Caroline Mårtensson works with artistic 
methods to communicate environmental issues.
The aim is to make complex conditions tangible, 
and in doing so, improving the understanding of 
relationships between man and nature.



Portfolio
Ajabu Records

Description

Image

Ajabu Records is a record company from 
Malmö that specializes in world music. Ajabu’s 
two other arms; bookings and films, are also 
represented.



Website
Breadfield Gallery

Description

Image

Breadfield is a gallery for contemporary 
photography in Malmö that also runs a photo 
book publishing house and a webshop for art 
multiples.



Website
BUFF International Film Festival

Description

Image

BUFF International Film Festival is an annual 
international children’s and youth film festival 
that takes place in Malmö during a week in 
March. BUFF has since 1984 been the most 
important showcase for films for children and 
young people in the Nordic countries.



Website
Manymade Crowdfunding

Description

Image

Manymade was a Nordic platform for 
crowdfunding of art and cultural projects.



Website
Grand Ol & Mat

Description

Image

Grand is a restaurant, pub and club in Malmö. 
Olof also created a graphic charter for use in 
other printed items such as business cards and 
menus.



Website
The Kids Are Alright

Description

Image

The Kids Are Alright! is a Malmö based specialty 
child care agency.



Get in touch!
Contact

Info

Image

Olof Werngren

Regementsgatan 14
21142 Malmö
Sweden

olof.werngren@gmail.com
+46 (0)702 90 21 23


